Sensory loss in the hand after sensory stroke: therapeutic rationale.
Rehabilitation programs require techniques for reeducation of sensory appreciation. Current treatments focus on the return of motor function despite the fact that the full potential of motor function is not used in limbs with sensory deficits. A rationale based upon current neurophysiologic concepts is presented with a program of sensory reeducation of the hand. The organization and use of sensory inputs is analyzed to determine the modalities critical to hand function and the body surfaces important for daily tasks. The treatment program is rationalized in terms of the rules governing somatosensory cortical reorganization after trauma, and a case history is presented. Therapy begins with the delivery of sensory inputs to many receptors and pathways from important sensory surfaces. Inputs are delivered at an intensity sufficient for appreciation in a task structured to motivate the patient. Initially, electric stimuli are used. Then cutaneous mechanoreceptors are stimulated by stroking selected skin surfaces with inputs that have high frictional or shearing components, such as Velcro. As therapy progresses, tools are modified to enhance sensory appreciation during retraining of important tasks. Skills related to tactile form recognition and exploration are carefully shaped. A pilot project with six patients suggests some recovery of sensation and manipulative functions.